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Abstract
This work focuses on using the linear prediction based projection completion for the
fan-beam and cone-beam reconstruction algorithm with no backprojection weight.
The truncated data problems are addressed in the computed tomography research.
However, the image reconstruction from truncated data perfectly has not been achieved
yet and only approximately accurate solutions have been obtained. Thus research in
this area continues to strive to obtain close result to the perfect. Linear prediction
techniques are adopted for truncation completion in this work, because previous re-
search on the truncated data problems also have shown that this technique works well
compared to some other techniques like polynomial fitting and iterative based meth-
ods. The Linear prediction technique is a model based technique. The autoregressive
(AR) and moving average (MA) are the two important models along with autoregres-
sive moving average (ARMA) model. The AR model is used in this work because
of the simplicity it provides in calculating the prediction coefficients. The order of
the model is chosen based on the partial autocorrelation function of the projection
data proved in the previous researches that have been carried out in this area of inter-
est. The truncated projection completion using linear prediction and windowed linear
prediction show that reasonably accurate reconstruction is achieved. The windowed
linear prediction provide better estimate of the missing data, the reason for this is
mentioned in the literature and is restated for the reader’s convenience in this work.
The advantages associated with the fan-beam reconstruction algorithms with
no backprojection weights compared to the fan-beam reconstruction algorithm with
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backprojection weights motivated us to use the fan-beam reconstruction algorithm
with no backprojection weight for reconstructing the truncation completed projec-
tion data. The results obtained are compared with the previous work which used
conventional fan-beam reconstruction algorithms with backprojection weight. The
intensity plots and the noise performance results show improvements resulting from
using the fan-beam reconstruction algorithm with no backprojection weight. The
work is also extended to the Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress (FDK) reconstruction algo-
rithm with no backprojection weight for the helical scanning geometry and the results
obtained are compared with the FDK reconstruction algorithm with backprojection
weight for the helical scanning geometry.
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